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Summary: 
 
In the 21st Century, the power of mobility has begun to play a significant role in the learning 
experiences of our students. The ubiquitous digital devices they use so frequently and 
unconsciously can be harnessed as powerful tools for learning, creativity and discovery. And, as the 
saying goes, “there’s an app for that.” 
 
Apps for Learning: iPad/iPod Touch/iPhone Apps for Middle Years Classrooms continues the 
exciting journey through the world of educational apps. In this book, teachers are introduced to the 
basics found in every great apps toolkit for students. From there, the creative storytelling apps like 
Puppet Pals HD and powerful language skill builders like Play2Learn and Spellboard take action by 
inspiring and entertaining students. Take a trip across the galaxy and beyond with apps like NASA 
HD and Solar Walk. Create unique digital books with Book Creator, or produce a work of art with 
Drawing Pad. 
 
Part of the 21st Century Fluency Series, Apps for Learning: iPad/iPod Touch/iPhone Apps for Middle 
Years Classrooms is dedicated to making the classroom an exciting and modern learning 
environment. Using portable devices such as the iPad, iPod and iPhone in tandem with innovative 
web resources and effective learning tools, means that there is nothing your students can’t achieve 
in today’s digital environment.  
 
Supporting Resources:  
 

• Apps for Learning: 40 Best iPad/iPod Touch/iPhone Apps for  
High School Classrooms (CO1142) 

• Literacy is NOT Enough: 21st Century Fluencies for the Digital Age 
(CO1159) 

• Understanding the Digital Generation: Teaching and Learning in  
the New Digital Landscape (TCF8143) 


